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TEVATRON AND THE LHC 

(EXCEPT FOR RESULTS THAT RELATE TO THE HIGGS) 



¡  The Accelerators 

¡  The Detectors 

¡  The Physics Programs 
§  Today: Five Measurements 

 

¡  Tomorrow: 
§  Surprises 
§  Searches 
§  The Informed Scientific Citizen 

§  How to possibly keep up with all of this? 

OUTLINE 
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THE ACCELERATORS 
TEVATRON  -  LHC 

The LHC 
(Large Horrible Catastrophe) 

TeVatron 
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THE ACCELERATORS 
TEVATRON  -  LHC 

The LHC 
(Large Hadron Collider) 

TeVatron 
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¡ proton beam: ~1 MJ 
¡ diameter: 2π km  
¡ Center of Mass 

Energy: 1.96 TeV 
¡ proton, anti-proton 

collisions 

¡ beam: ~350 MJ 
¡ diameter: 27 km 
¡ Center of Mass 

Energy: 7, 8 TeV 
(13?) 

¡ proton-proton 
collisions 

ACCELERATORS 
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(A DECADE OF) TEVATRON PERFORMANCE 
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LHC PERFORMANCE (+ ATLAS) 
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CROSS SECTIONS VS. ENERGY 
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PARTONS CONTRIBUTING TO CROSS 
SECTION 

Jet cross sections @ Tevatron

• Inclusive jets
• Underlying process from 

qq, qg, gg
• Relative fraction depends

on pdf’s

• Highest ET probes shortest distances 
• Tevatron: rq<10-18 m 
• LHC: rq<10-19 m  
• Could e.g. reveal substructure of quarks

Tests perturbative 
QCD at highest energies

Jet cross sections @ Tevatron
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• Could e.g. reveal substructure of quarks

Tests perturbative 
QCD at highest energies

TeVatron (S. Bentvelsen) TeVatron physics 
quark dominated 

 

LHC physics  
gluon dominated  



THE DETECTORS 
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CDF 

D0 

ATLAS 

CMS 



THE DETECTORS 
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TEVATRON TRACKERS 

CDF D0 



TRACKING CHAMBERS 
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ATLAS CMS 



CALORIMETERS: TEVATRON 

FNAL-CERN Summer School 2009 
Calorimetry Lecture 2 
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Coarse Granularity in � 

FNAL-CERN Summer School 2009 
Calorimetry Lecture 2 
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Coarse Granularity in � 

D0 Calorimeter Pseudo-Projective Towers 

FNAL-CERN Summer School 2009 
Calorimetry Lecture 2 

7 
Note, ICD Region 

CDF Calorimeters D0 Calorimeters 
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CALORIMETERS: LHC 

FNAL-CERN Summer School 2009 
Calorimetry Lecture 2 
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ATLAS and CMS 
electromagnetic 

calorimeters 



LHC CALORIMETER COMPARISON 
( F R O M  C .  T U L LY  C E R N  S U M M E R  S C H O O L  L E C T U R E )  

Comparing Atlas/CMS ECAL Designs 

FNAL-CERN Summer School 2009 
Calorimetry Lecture 2 
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PHYSICS PROGRAM: MEASURE 

Constrain, over-constrain, test, probe: 
mass, width, lifetime, charge, kinematics, polarization, spin, … 
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PHYSICS PROGRAM: SEARCH 

Supersymmetry, extra dimensions, gravitons, mini black holes 
leptoquarks, axions, dark matter, rare decays, CP violation, … 



Toolbox 
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USING THE STANDARD 
MODEL AS A GUIDE 
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TAG AND PROBE WITH Z BOSONS 

Z e/µ  e/µ  

Tag: passes trigger 
tight identification cuts 

Require ee / µµ pair to 
- have opposite charge 

- give Z mass 

Probe: unbiased object 
with known ID 
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TOP QUARKS AS GUIDES 

Measure b-tagging 
efficiencies 

Measure lepton  
efficiencies in busy 

environment common 
in searches 

tt is a primary background in many searches 
(we’ll discuss some of these tomorrow!) 

− 
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STANDARD MODEL BEHAVING TOO WELL 



CDF 
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W MASS MEASUREMENT 



W MASS AT CDF 

Z boson 

CDF 

W boson mass 
measurement 

)2W boson mass (MeV/c
80000 80100 80200 80300 80400 80500 806000

9.5

CDF II (preliminary)   19±80387  
World Average (2009)   23±80399  
D0 II   43±80401  
ALEPH   51±80440  
OPAL   53±80416  
L3   55±80270  
DELPHI   67±80336  
D0 I   84±80483  
CDF I   79±80433  
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W AND Z 
PRODUCTION 
AT 
TEVATRON 

proton

antiproton

q

q'

W 
+

µ+

!

proton

antiproton

q

q

Z 
0

e+

e–
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W mass used 2.2 fb-1 

 
470126 W->eν events	


 
624708 W->µν events	
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ters provide shower energy measurements as well as po-
sition measurements via wire chambers embedded at the
EM shower maximum. Surrounding the calorimeters,
drift chambers [10] identify muon candidates. Events
are selected online if they have a muon (electron) with
pT > 18 GeV (ET > 18 GeV) [6].
O!ine we select muon candidates defined by a COT

track having pT > 30 GeV and associated with a
minimum-ionizing energy deposition in the calorimeter
and matching hits in the muon chambers. Cosmic rays
are rejected with high e"ciency using COT hit tim-
ing [11]. Electron candidates are required to have a COT
track with pT > 18 GeV and an EM calorimeter cluster
with ET > 30 GeV and must pass quality requirements
on the COT track and the track-cluster matching. Addi-
tionally, they must satisfy requirements on the following
quantities: pseudorapidity (|!| < 1) [6], the ratio of clus-
ter energy to track momentum (E/p < 1.6), the ratio
of energies detected in the hadronic and EM calorime-
ters (EHad/EEM < 0.1), and a "2-based di#erence be-
tween the expected and observed transverse shower pro-
files [4, 12]. We impose calorimeter fiduciality require-
ments on electron candidates to ensure uniformity of re-
sponse. When selecting the W -boson candidate sam-
ple, we suppress the Z-boson background by rejecting
events with a second lepton. Events composing control
samples of Z-boson candidates are required to have two
oppositely-charged leptons satisfying the above criteria
and an invariant mass (m!!) between 66 and 116 GeV
and vector-summed pT (p!!T ) less than 30 GeV.
We define the hadronic recoil #u = $iEi sin($i)n̂i, where

the sum is performed over calorimeter towers [13], with
energy Ei, polar angle $i, and transverse directions spec-
ified by unit vectors n̂i. The sum excludes towers that
contain energy deposition from the charged lepton(s).
From #pT conservation, the transverse momentum of the
neutrino is inferred as #p "

T ! "#p !
T " #u, where #p !

T is the
vector pT (ET ) of the muon (electron). We calculate the
W -boson transverse mass as

mT =
!

2 ( p!T p"T " #p !
T · #p "

T ). (1)

To obtain high-purity samples of W bosons, we require
30 < p!T < 55 GeV, 30 < p"T < 55 GeV, |#u| < 15 GeV,
and 60 < mT < 100 GeV. The final samples consist of
470 126 (16 134) W # e% (Z # ee) candidates and
624 708 (59 738) W # µ% (Z # µµ) candidates.
Measurements of MW are extracted by performing

binned maximum likelihood fits to the observed distri-
butions of mT , p!T , and p"T using simulated line-shapes
(“templates”) as a function of MW . A custom Monte
Carlo simulation is used to generate templates between
80 GeV and 81 GeV. The simulation includes a boson
production and decay model, and a detailed model of
detector response. The kinematics of W and Z bo-
son production and decay are modeled using the res-

bos [14] generator. Using the Z-boson data, we tune the
non-perturbative form factor in resbos, which describes
the boson pT spectrum at low pT ($5 GeV), and &s,

which describes the boson pT spectrum at intermediate
pT ($15 GeV). The radiation of multiple final-state pho-
tons is modeled with photos [15]. The photos QED
model was checked with horace [16], which in addi-
tion to a leading-logarithm calculation of multiple initial-
and final-state photons, also performs an exact O(&)
calculation. We use the CTEQ6.6 [17] parton distribu-
tion functions (PDFs) of the (anti)proton and verify that
the MSTW2008 [18] PDFs give consistent results. The
CTEQ6.6 and MSTW2008 PDFs yield similar estimates
of the MW uncertainty. We quote the 68% confidence
level (C.L.) uncertainty from the MSTW2008 ensemble
of PDFs as a systematic uncertainty on MW .
The charged-lepton track is simulated using a detailed

model of the passive material in the tracking volume
and of individual position measurements in the COT.
We use a highly granular lookup table to model ioniza-
tion and radiative energy loss, multiple Coulomb scat-
tering, and Compton scattering in the tracking volume.
The simulation generates and propagates bremsstrahlung
photons and conversion electrons to the calorimeter and
includes Landau-Pomeranchuk-Migdal [19] suppression
for soft photon emission. Muon tracks from %,W , and
Z-boson decays are used to determine the COT posi-
tion measurement resolution (%150 µm), which is imple-
mented in the simulation as a function of radius. A helix
fit (with beam constraint for promptly-produced tracks)
is performed to simulate the reconstructed track.
A high-purity sample of cosmic ray muons collected

concurrently with the collider data is used to perform a
precise alignment of the COT. The trajectory of each cos-
mic ray muon is fitted to a single helix through the entire
COT. This fit provides a robust reference for the inter-
nal alignment of sense wires, including gravitational and
electrostatic displacements, resulting in a 2-5 µm preci-
sion in relative wire positions. We remove the remaining
weakly-constrained modes of COT deformation, based on
the observed di#erence of &E/p' between positrons and
electrons from W -boson decays.
We calibrate the tracker momentum scale using J/' #

µµ and%(1S) # µµ samples, by performing a maximum-
likelihood fit of the data to simulated invariant mass tem-
plates generated using the known mass values of these
mesons [20]. The momentum scale is calibrated after
alignment and energy loss corrections are derived from
the J/' sample. Nonuniformities in the tracker mag-
netic field are corrected by measuring the dependence of
the J/' mass on the mean polar angle of the muons. The
dependence of the momentum scale on the di#erence of
the muon polar angles is used to calibrate the polar angle
measurement and the residual bias in track curvature as
a function of polar angle. A 4% correction to the ioniza-
tion energy loss is applied to eliminate the dependence
of the momentum scale on &1/pT ' of the muons.
After finalizing this calibration, we perform a mea-

surement of the Z-boson mass in the dimuon channel
(see Fig. 1), initially blinded with an additive o#set ran-
domly selected from a flat distribution in the range [-

GOAL : 



¡  Electrons 
§  Drift chamber track, pT > 18 

GeV 
§  EM calo cluster > 30 GeV 
§  track-cluster matching 
§  |η| < 1 
§  E/p < 1.6 
§  EHAD/EEM < 0.1 
§  transverse shower shape 

requirement 

¡ Muons 
§  Drift chamber track, pT > 30 

GeV 
§  matching hits in muon 

chambers and minimum-
ionizing in calorimeter 
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SELECTION 

reject events with 2nd lepton 
lepton pT between 30 and 55 GeV 

neutrino pT between 30 and 55 GeV 
hadronic recoil < 15 GeV (using calo towers – lepton deposits) 

transverse mass between 60 and 100 GeV 
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BACKGROUNDS 

π  and k  
decays 

 in flight 
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MEASUREMENT 

Fit data to three distributions made in templates as a function of W mass 
between 80 GeV and 81 GeV: transverse mass, lepton pT, neutrino pT 

6

Distribution W -boson mass (MeV) !2/dof

mT (e, ") 80 408 ± 19stat ± 18syst 52/48

p!T (e) 80 393 ± 21stat ± 19syst 60/62

p"T (e) 80 431 ± 25stat ± 22syst 71/62

mT (µ, ") 80 379 ± 16stat ± 16syst 58/48

p!T (µ) 80 348 ± 18stat ± 18syst 54/62

p"T (µ) 80 406 ± 22stat ± 20syst 79/62

TABLE I: Fit results and uncertainties for MW . The fit win-
dows are 65 ! 90 GeV for the mT fit and 32 ! 48 GeV for
the p!T and p"T fits. The !2 of the fit is computed using the
expected statistical errors on the data points.

from jets misidentified as leptons, Z ! !! decays with
only one reconstrcted lepton, W ! "# ! !##̄#, pion and
kaon decays in flight (DIF), and cosmic rays. We esti-
mate jet, DIF, and cosmic ray backgrounds from the data
and Z ! !! and W ! "# backgrounds from simulation.
Background fractions for the muon (electron) datasets
are evaluated to be 7.35% (0.14%) from Z ! !! decays,
0.88% (0.93%) fromW ! "# decays, 0.04% (0.39%) from
jets, 0.24% from DIF, and 0.02% from cosmic rays.
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FIG. 3: The mT distribution for muons (top) and the p!T
distribution for electrons (bottom). The data (points) and
the best-fit simulation template (histogram) including back-
grounds (shaded) are shown. The arrows indicate the fitting
range.

The fit results (e.g., Fig. 3) are summarized in Table I.
As with the Z-boson mass measurements, theMW fit val-

Source Uncertainty (MeV)

Lepton energy scale and resolution 7

Recoil energy scale and resolution 6

Lepton removal 2

Backgrounds 3

pT (W ) model 5

Parton distributions 10

QED radiation 4

W -boson statistics 12

Total 19

TABLE II: Uncertainties for the final combined result onMW .

ues were blinded during analysis by adding another un-
known o!set in the range [-75,75] MeV. The consistency
of these results confirms that the W -boson production,
decay, and the hadronic recoil are well-modeled. System-
atic uncertainties from analysis parameters are propa-
gated toMW by fitting events, generated with the param-
eter values varied by their uncertainties, with the nom-
inal templates. The statistical correlations between fits
are evaluated with simulated experiments and are found
to be 69% (68%) between mT and p!T (p"T ) fit values, and
28% between p!T and p"T fit values. We perform a numeri-
cal combination of the six individually fitted MW values,
including correlations, using the BLUE [22] method and
obtain MW = 80 387 ± 19 MeV, with $2/dof = 6.6/5.
The mT , p!T and p"T fits in the electron (muon) channel
contribute weights of 17.5% (35.5%), 13.8% (17.3%), and
7.1% (8.8%), respectively. The systematic uncertainties
for the combined result are shown in Table II.

In conclusion, we report a new measurement of the
W -boson mass with the CDF II detector at the Fer-
milab Tevatron using data corresponding to 2.2 fb!1

of integrated luminosity. The measured value MW =
80 387± 12stat ± 15syst = 80 387± 19 MeV is more pre-
cise than all previous measurements of MW combined.
The world average [5] becomes MW = 80 390± 16 MeV.
This result has a significant impact on the global elec-
troweak fit [7]; the limit on the fitted mass of the SM
Higgs boson has been reduced from MH < 158 GeV to
MH < 145 GeV at the 95% C.L.

We thank the Fermilab sta! and the technical sta!
of the participating institutions for their vital contri-
butions. We thank C. Balazs, U. Baur, C. M. Carloni
Calame, K. Ellis, G. Montagna, R. Thorne, A. Vicini,
D. Wackeroth and Z. Was for helpful discussions. This
work was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy
and National Science Foundation; the Italian Istituto
Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare; the Ministry of Education,
Culture, Sports, Science and Technology of Japan; the
Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of
Canada; the National Science Council of the Republic
of China; the Swiss National Science Foundation; the
A.P. Sloan Foundation; the Bundesministerium für Bil-
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The fit results (e.g., Fig. 3) are summarized in Table I.
As with the Z-boson mass measurements, theMW fit val-
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known o!set in the range [-75,75] MeV. The consistency
of these results confirms that the W -boson production,
decay, and the hadronic recoil are well-modeled. System-
atic uncertainties from analysis parameters are propa-
gated toMW by fitting events, generated with the param-
eter values varied by their uncertainties, with the nom-
inal templates. The statistical correlations between fits
are evaluated with simulated experiments and are found
to be 69% (68%) between mT and p!T (p"T ) fit values, and
28% between p!T and p"T fit values. We perform a numeri-
cal combination of the six individually fitted MW values,
including correlations, using the BLUE [22] method and
obtain MW = 80 387 ± 19 MeV, with $2/dof = 6.6/5.
The mT , p!T and p"T fits in the electron (muon) channel
contribute weights of 17.5% (35.5%), 13.8% (17.3%), and
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W -boson mass with the CDF II detector at the Fer-
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of integrated luminosity. The measured value MW =
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cise than all previous measurements of MW combined.
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(showing template comparison with best fit) 
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RESULT 
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FIG. 3: The mT distribution for muons (top) and the p!T
distribution for electrons (bottom). The data (points) and
the best-fit simulation template (histogram) including back-
grounds (shaded) are shown. The arrows indicate the fitting
range.

The fit results (e.g., Fig. 3) are summarized in Table I.
As with the Z-boson mass measurements, theMW fit val-

Source Uncertainty (MeV)

Lepton energy scale and resolution 7

Recoil energy scale and resolution 6

Lepton removal 2

Backgrounds 3

pT (W ) model 5

Parton distributions 10

QED radiation 4

W -boson statistics 12

Total 19

TABLE II: Uncertainties for the final combined result onMW .

ues were blinded during analysis by adding another un-
known o!set in the range [-75,75] MeV. The consistency
of these results confirms that the W -boson production,
decay, and the hadronic recoil are well-modeled. System-
atic uncertainties from analysis parameters are propa-
gated toMW by fitting events, generated with the param-
eter values varied by their uncertainties, with the nom-
inal templates. The statistical correlations between fits
are evaluated with simulated experiments and are found
to be 69% (68%) between mT and p!T (p"T ) fit values, and
28% between p!T and p"T fit values. We perform a numeri-
cal combination of the six individually fitted MW values,
including correlations, using the BLUE [22] method and
obtain MW = 80 387 ± 19 MeV, with $2/dof = 6.6/5.
The mT , p!T and p"T fits in the electron (muon) channel
contribute weights of 17.5% (35.5%), 13.8% (17.3%), and
7.1% (8.8%), respectively. The systematic uncertainties
for the combined result are shown in Table II.

In conclusion, we report a new measurement of the
W -boson mass with the CDF II detector at the Fer-
milab Tevatron using data corresponding to 2.2 fb!1

of integrated luminosity. The measured value MW =
80 387± 12stat ± 15syst = 80 387± 19 MeV is more pre-
cise than all previous measurements of MW combined.
The world average [5] becomes MW = 80 390± 16 MeV.
This result has a significant impact on the global elec-
troweak fit [7]; the limit on the fitted mass of the SM
Higgs boson has been reduced from MH < 158 GeV to
MH < 145 GeV at the 95% C.L.
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where Q (QT) is the four momentum (transverse momen-
tum) of the lepton pair, and Pl and P!l are the four momenta
of the lepton and antilepton, respectively. They are mea-
sured in the lab frame, and the momenta P!

l are defined as

P!
l " 1!!!

2
p #P0

l ! P3
l $; (3)

where P0
l and P3

l are the energy and the longitudinal
component of the lepton momentum, respectively. In the
Collins-Soper frame, the polar axis is defined as the bisec-
tor of the proton beam momentum P1 and the negative of
the antiproton beam momentum, %P2, when the proton
and antiproton are boosted into the rest frame of the lepton
pair, as shown in Fig. 1 [3].

Events with electron cos!& > 0 are classified as forward
(F), and those with electron cos!& < 0 are classified as
backward (B). The forward-backward charge asymmetry,
AFB, is defined by

AFB " "F % "B

"F ' "B
; (4)

where "F and "B are the cross sections for forward and
backward processes, respectively.

The SM leading order (LO) prediction [4] for AFB as a
function of the dielectron invariant mass (Mee) is shown in
Fig. 2 for u !u ! Z=#& ! e'e%, d !d ! Z=#& ! e'e%, and
p !p ! Z=#& ! e'e% with the CTEQ6L1 parton distribu-
tion functions (PDFs) [5]. Around the Z pole, the asym-
metry is proportional to both the vector and axial-vector
couplings of the Z boson to the fermions and is numerically
close to 0. At large invariant mass, the asymmetry is
dominated by Z=#& interference and is almost constant
(( 0:6). In the high mass region, the AFB measurement
can be used to investigate possible new phenomena that
may alter AFB, such as new neutral gauge bosons or large
extra dimensions [6–14].

In the vicinity of the Z pole, AFB is sensitive to the

effective weak mixing angle (sin2!feff) for each fermion
species, f, involved in a particular measurement. To all

orders in perturbation theory [1,15], sin2!feff is related to
the vector and axial-vector couplings by the expression

gfV=g
f
A " 1% 4jqfjsin2!feff : (5)

This charged lepton effective mixing angle sin2!‘eff
varies as a function of the momentum transfer at which it
is measured. Conventionally, it is quoted at the Z pole
[sin2!‘eff#MZ$], and it is identical for e, $, and % leptons,
due to lepton universality.
In the SM, asymmetries measured at the Z pole [15]

depend only on the value of sin2!feff for the fermions being
considered. Because of the small ratio of vector and axial-
vector couplings for leptons, the sensitivity of leptonic
asymmetries to the changes in effective mixing angle arises
predominantly through the variation of the leptonic cou-
plings and not those of the quarks. Therefore, it is custom-
ary to express AFB measurements in terms of sin2!‘eff . In
order to extract sin2!‘eff from AFB under a consistent SM
definition and compare results with previous measure-
ments, we take into account the difference between the
electroweak radiative corrections for electrons and u=d
quarks using the relations [15–17]

sin2!ueff " sin2!‘eff % 0:0001;

sin2!deff " sin2!‘eff % 0:0002:
(6)

Precise determinations of sin2!‘eff have been made in
many processes at differentQ2 scales. They include atomic
parity violation (jQ2j ( 10%18 GeV2) [18], Møller scatter-
ing using a polarized electron beam and unpolarized target
(jQ2j ( 0:03 GeV2) [19], the NuTeV deep inelastic neu-
trino and antineutrino scattering on iron (jQ2j ( 4 GeV2)
[20], and a number of measurements employing e'e%

collisions by the LEP and SLD Collaborations (jQ2j (
M2

Z) [15]. The current world average value of sin2!‘eff
is 0:231 53! 0:000 16 [15]. The two most precise
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z

y
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FIG. 1. The Collins-Soper reference frame. The bisector of the
proton beam momentum P1 and the negative of the antiproton
beam momentum %P2 are used to measure the angle !&. The
momenta P1 and P2 are measured in the e'e% rest frame.
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FIG. 2 (color online). The SM LO AFB prediction as a function
of the dielectron invariant mass for u !u ! e'e%, d !d ! e'e%,
and p !p ! e'e% [4].
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VII. MEASUREMENT OF sin2!‘
eff

The value of sin2!‘eff is extracted from data by compar-
ing the background-subtracted raw AFB distribution with
simulated AFB templates corresponding to different input
values of sin2!‘eff . This procedure avoids the increase of
the systematic uncertainty of the measurement introduced
by the use of the unfolding procedure and maximizes the
statistical significance of the final result. Although varia-
tions in sin2!‘eff have some effect over the full mass range
50<Mee < 1000 GeV, the central value is predominantly
determined by the events in the Z pole region, where the
statistics are highest and the effects of background are
smallest. Using events in the range 70<Mee <
130 GeV, we measure sin2!‘eff ! 0:2304" 0:0008#stat:$"
0:0006#syst:$ using PYTHIA. We then include higher order
electroweak corrections using the ZGRAD2 program. Taking
into account the effect of higher order corrections results in
a central value of sin2!‘eff ! 0:2309" 0:0008#stat:$ "
0:0006#syst:$. We also check the sin2!‘eff predictions using
ZGRAD2 and ZFITTER [36] using the same input SM pa-
rameters and find the two results are consistent. Higher
order electroweak and QCD corrections included in
ZFITTER and not implemented in ZGRAD2 have a negligible
impact on the sin2!‘eff measurement. Therefore, our mea-
sured sin2!‘eff can be directly compared with the values
measured by the LEP and SLD Collaborations [15]. The
comparison is shown in Fig. 6. The most precise measure-
ments are the LEP b-quark forward-backward asymmetry,

A0;b
FB , the SLD left-right asymmetry, Alr#SLD$, the LEP

"-lepton polarization measurement, Al#P"$, and the SLD
lepton asymmetry, A0;‘

FB. Our result is more precise than
the LEP combined inclusive hadronic charge asymmetry
measurement, and comparable in precision with the LEP
c-quark forward-backward asymmetry A0;c

FB.

VIII. MEASUREMENT OF THE UNFOLDED
AFB DISTRIBUTION

The final unfolded AFB distribution using both CC and
CE events is shown in Fig. 7 and Table VI, together with
PYTHIA and ZGRAD2 predictions. Because of the migration
between mass bins, the correlation matrix is important for
events near the Z pole region. The correlation coefficients
are shown in Table VII. In the mass bins 130–180 and
250–500 GeV small deviations (< 2 standard deviations)
are observed. The #2=d:o:f between data and prediction is
15:3=15 for PYTHIA, and 12:8=15 for ZGRAD2.

IX. MEASUREMENT OF gu#d$V AND gu#d$A FROM
THE UNFOLDED DISTRIBUTION

We extract the individual quark couplings by comparing
the unfolded AFB distribution to templates generated with
RESBOS for different values of the Z-light quark couplings.

To determine gu#d$V and gu#d$A , the couplings of electrons to Z
bosons are fixed to their SM values and sin2!‘eff is fixed to
the global fit value 0.231 53 [15]. A two-dimensional #2

fit [37] is used to constraint the couplings, and a four-
dimensional fit is presented as reference. The two-
dimensional fit is performed by fixing the u quark (d quark)
couplings to their SM values when fitting d quark (u quark)
couplings, while the four-dimensional fit is performed by
letting the u quark and d quark couplings vary simulta-
neously. The best fit values, together with results from
other experiments, are shown in Table VIII. Figure 8 de-
picts the 68%C.L. contours of the #2 fit and the contours of

FIG. 6 (color online). Comparison of measured sin2!‘eff with
results from other experiments. The average is a combination of
A0;‘
FB , Al#P"$, Alr#SLD$, A0;b

FB , A
0;c
FB, and Qhad

FB measurements from
the LEP and SLD Collaborations.
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FIG. 7 (color online). Comparison between the unfolded AFB

(points) and the PYTHIA (solid curve) and ZGRAD2 (dashed line)
predictions. The boxes and vertical lines show the statistical and
total uncertainties, respectively.
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The value of sin2!‘eff is extracted from data by compar-
ing the background-subtracted raw AFB distribution with
simulated AFB templates corresponding to different input
values of sin2!‘eff . This procedure avoids the increase of
the systematic uncertainty of the measurement introduced
by the use of the unfolding procedure and maximizes the
statistical significance of the final result. Although varia-
tions in sin2!‘eff have some effect over the full mass range
50<Mee < 1000 GeV, the central value is predominantly
determined by the events in the Z pole region, where the
statistics are highest and the effects of background are
smallest. Using events in the range 70<Mee <
130 GeV, we measure sin2!‘eff ! 0:2304" 0:0008#stat:$"
0:0006#syst:$ using PYTHIA. We then include higher order
electroweak corrections using the ZGRAD2 program. Taking
into account the effect of higher order corrections results in
a central value of sin2!‘eff ! 0:2309" 0:0008#stat:$ "
0:0006#syst:$. We also check the sin2!‘eff predictions using
ZGRAD2 and ZFITTER [36] using the same input SM pa-
rameters and find the two results are consistent. Higher
order electroweak and QCD corrections included in
ZFITTER and not implemented in ZGRAD2 have a negligible
impact on the sin2!‘eff measurement. Therefore, our mea-
sured sin2!‘eff can be directly compared with the values
measured by the LEP and SLD Collaborations [15]. The
comparison is shown in Fig. 6. The most precise measure-
ments are the LEP b-quark forward-backward asymmetry,

A0;b
FB , the SLD left-right asymmetry, Alr#SLD$, the LEP

"-lepton polarization measurement, Al#P"$, and the SLD
lepton asymmetry, A0;‘

FB. Our result is more precise than
the LEP combined inclusive hadronic charge asymmetry
measurement, and comparable in precision with the LEP
c-quark forward-backward asymmetry A0;c

FB.

VIII. MEASUREMENT OF THE UNFOLDED
AFB DISTRIBUTION

The final unfolded AFB distribution using both CC and
CE events is shown in Fig. 7 and Table VI, together with
PYTHIA and ZGRAD2 predictions. Because of the migration
between mass bins, the correlation matrix is important for
events near the Z pole region. The correlation coefficients
are shown in Table VII. In the mass bins 130–180 and
250–500 GeV small deviations (< 2 standard deviations)
are observed. The #2=d:o:f between data and prediction is
15:3=15 for PYTHIA, and 12:8=15 for ZGRAD2.

IX. MEASUREMENT OF gu#d$V AND gu#d$A FROM
THE UNFOLDED DISTRIBUTION

We extract the individual quark couplings by comparing
the unfolded AFB distribution to templates generated with
RESBOS for different values of the Z-light quark couplings.

To determine gu#d$V and gu#d$A , the couplings of electrons to Z
bosons are fixed to their SM values and sin2!‘eff is fixed to
the global fit value 0.231 53 [15]. A two-dimensional #2

fit [37] is used to constraint the couplings, and a four-
dimensional fit is presented as reference. The two-
dimensional fit is performed by fixing the u quark (d quark)
couplings to their SM values when fitting d quark (u quark)
couplings, while the four-dimensional fit is performed by
letting the u quark and d quark couplings vary simulta-
neously. The best fit values, together with results from
other experiments, are shown in Table VIII. Figure 8 de-
picts the 68%C.L. contours of the #2 fit and the contours of

FIG. 6 (color online). Comparison of measured sin2!‘eff with
results from other experiments. The average is a combination of
A0;‘
FB , Al#P"$, Alr#SLD$, A0;b

FB , A
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FB measurements from
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I. INTRODUCTION

This note describes a measurement of top quark width using p̄p collisions at
!
s = 1.96 TeV with the CDF detector

at the Fermilab Tevatron. In Standard Model, a top quark decay is expected to be dominated by channel t " Wb
according to CKM Quark-Mixing Matrix. The theoretical top decay width at next-to-leading order is[1]:

!top =
GFm3

t

8!
!
2

!
1# M2

W

m2
t

"2 !
1 + 2

M2
W

m2
t

"#
1# 2"s

3!

!
2!2

3
# 5

2

"$
(1)

which gives a short life time of 5$ 10!25 s and makes top quark decay before top-flavored hadrons or tt̄-quarkonium-
bound states can form[2]. According to Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle # = !/!, the predicted top quark decay
width is 1.25 GeV, which is out of the reach of the sensitivity of current experiments, and [3] gives a upper limit of
top width !top < 7.6 GeV at 95% confidence level.

In this analysis, we use tt̄ lepton+Jets channel and use a template method. We generate Monte Carlo (MC) samples
using PYTHIA with d"erent input top widths ranging from 0.1 GeV to 30 GeV and all the samples have the same
input top quark mass Mtop = 172.5 GeV/c2. For each event in these samples an invariant top quark mass (mreco

t ) and
dijet mass of W boson (mjj) are reconstructed, which form a two-dimentional template for each sample. The shape
of mreco

t will change as the input top width changes, as shown in Figure 1. By comparing the shapes (or distributions)
of these two observables with that of the events drawn from samples (or data) with unknown top quark widths, we
can extract the top quark width using maximum likelihood fit. We then perform Pseudo-Experiments (PE) for each
MC sample, which enables us to apply Feldman-Cousins (FC) [4] construction to build confidence interval for the top
quark width. In the Feldman-Cousins construction, we calculate the likelihood ratio,

R(x) =
P (x|!0)

P (x|!max)

, from the Monte-Carlo (ME) experiments, and obtain the confidence band with an ordering of the likelihood ratio
for selecting the acceptance region. Where R(x) is a likelihood ratio at x for a given width, !0, and !max is the width
that yields the maximum likelihood among all the possible width. To incorporate systematic e"ects in to top quark
width limits, we first convolute then shift the maximum likelihood function with and by a Gaussian function, which
has a $ related to systematic e"ects. Thus a new maximum likelihood function with systematic e"ects considered is
defined, and the same procedure as without systematic e"ects will be conducted afterwards to get top width limit(s).
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FIG. 1: Reconstructed top quark mass distributions of samples with di!erent input top quark widths: 1.5 GeV, 5.0 GeV and
10.0 GeV.(0-btag events on left plot and tagged events on right plot)

II. DATA SAMPLE AND EVENT SELECTION

This analysis is based on an intergrated luminosity of 8.7 fb!1 collected by CDF II detector corresponding to the
full data set of CDF Run II.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This note describes a measurement of top quark width using p̄p collisions at
!
s = 1.96 TeV with the CDF detector

at the Fermilab Tevatron. In Standard Model, a top quark decay is expected to be dominated by channel t " Wb
according to CKM Quark-Mixing Matrix. The theoretical top decay width at next-to-leading order is[1]:
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which gives a short life time of 5$ 10!25 s and makes top quark decay before top-flavored hadrons or tt̄-quarkonium-
bound states can form[2]. According to Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle # = !/!, the predicted top quark decay
width is 1.25 GeV, which is out of the reach of the sensitivity of current experiments, and [3] gives a upper limit of
top width !top < 7.6 GeV at 95% confidence level.

In this analysis, we use tt̄ lepton+Jets channel and use a template method. We generate Monte Carlo (MC) samples
using PYTHIA with d"erent input top widths ranging from 0.1 GeV to 30 GeV and all the samples have the same
input top quark mass Mtop = 172.5 GeV/c2. For each event in these samples an invariant top quark mass (mreco

t ) and
dijet mass of W boson (mjj) are reconstructed, which form a two-dimentional template for each sample. The shape
of mreco

t will change as the input top width changes, as shown in Figure 1. By comparing the shapes (or distributions)
of these two observables with that of the events drawn from samples (or data) with unknown top quark widths, we
can extract the top quark width using maximum likelihood fit. We then perform Pseudo-Experiments (PE) for each
MC sample, which enables us to apply Feldman-Cousins (FC) [4] construction to build confidence interval for the top
quark width. In the Feldman-Cousins construction, we calculate the likelihood ratio,

R(x) =
P (x|!0)

P (x|!max)

, from the Monte-Carlo (ME) experiments, and obtain the confidence band with an ordering of the likelihood ratio
for selecting the acceptance region. Where R(x) is a likelihood ratio at x for a given width, !0, and !max is the width
that yields the maximum likelihood among all the possible width. To incorporate systematic e"ects in to top quark
width limits, we first convolute then shift the maximum likelihood function with and by a Gaussian function, which
has a $ related to systematic e"ects. Thus a new maximum likelihood function with systematic e"ects considered is
defined, and the same procedure as without systematic e"ects will be conducted afterwards to get top width limit(s).
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II. DATA SAMPLE AND EVENT SELECTION

This analysis is based on an intergrated luminosity of 8.7 fb!1 collected by CDF II detector corresponding to the
full data set of CDF Run II.
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A. Top Quark mass reconstruction

The reconstructed top quark mass (mreco
t ) in lepton+jets channel is determined by minimizing a !2 describing the

overconstrained kinematics of the tt̄ system. The reconstructed top mass is a number that distills all the kinematic
information in each event into one variable that is a good estimator for the true top quark mass. The kinematic fitter
uses knowledge of the lepton and jet four-vectors, b-tagging information and the measured missing ET . The invariant
masses of the lepton-neutrino pair and the dijet mass from the hadronic W decay are constrained to be near the well
known W mass, and the two top quark masses per event are constrained to be equal within the narrow top width.
The !2 (Eqn 2) is minimized for every jet-parton assignment consistent with b-tagging. The first sum constrains
the pT of the jets and lepton, within their uncertainties, to remain close to their measured values. The second term
constrains the unclustered energy in the event to remain near its measured value, providing a handle on the neutrino
4-vector. The W boson has a small width, and the two W mass terms provide the most powerful constraints in the
fit. The last two terms in the !2 constrain the three-body invariant masses of each top decay chain to remain close to
a single top quark mass, mreco

t . The single jet-parton assignment with the lowest !2 that is consistent with b-tagging
gives the value of mreco

t for the event. Events where the lowest !2 > 9.0 (3.0) are rejected for b-tagged events (0-tag
events).

!2 =
!

i=l,4jets

(pi,fitT ! pi,meas
T )2

"2
i

+
!

j=x,y

(pUE,fit
j ! pUE,meas

T )2

"2
j

+
(Ml! !MW )2

!2
W

+
(mjj !MW )2

!2
W

+
(Mbl! !mreco

t )2

!2
t

+
(Mbjj !mreco

t )2

!2
t

(2)

IV. DIJET MASS OF W BOSON

The value of mjj in each lepton+jets event can have an ambiguity due to not knowing which two jets came from
a hadronic W decay. In 2-tag events, the value is chosen as the invariant mass of the two non-tagged jets in the
leading 4 jets. In single-tag events, there are 3 dijet masses that can be formed from the 3 non-tagged jets among the
4 leading jets in the event. In the zero-tag events, there are 12 ijet masses. We choose the single dijet masses that is
closest to the well know W mass.

V. BACKGROUNDS

An a priori estimate for the Lepton+Jets background composition is used to derive background shapes for mreco
t

and mjj . ALPGEN combined with PYTHIA is used to model W+jets. Contributions include Wbb,Wcc, Wc and
W+light favor (LF) jets. Non-isolated leptons are used to model the QCD background. The relative fractions of
the di"erent W+jets samples are determined in MC, but the absolute normalization is derived from data. The MC
are combined using their relative cross sections and acceptances, and we remove events overlapping in phase space
and favor across di"erent samples. MC and theoretical cross-sections are used to model the single-top and diboson
backgrounds. The expected number of background from di"erent sources is shown in Table I. The backgrounds are
assumed to have no Mtop dependence, but all MC-based backgrounds are allowed to have #JES dependence.

VI. KERNEL DENSITY ESTIMATION

To get the probability density function (p.d.f.) for signals and backgrounds we use Kernel Density Estimation
(KDE) instead of simply fitting usual histograms. The (p.d.f.) in this analysis is a two-dimentional function of
reconstructed top mass mreco

t and dijet mass of W boson mjj :

P (mreco
t ,mjj |!top,#JES) (3)

For signal, there is one p.d.f. for each set of !top and #JES, while for background it only has one parameter #JES

since backgrounds do not depend on top quark mass. These p.d.f. will finally be needed for the maximum likelihood
fit for any PE or data fit.

chi squared created for each pairing of jet and leptons 
consistent with b-tagging 

 

mass with minimum chi squared is used for each event 
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A. Top Quark mass reconstruction

The reconstructed top quark mass (mreco
t ) in lepton+jets channel is determined by minimizing a !2 describing the

overconstrained kinematics of the tt̄ system. The reconstructed top mass is a number that distills all the kinematic
information in each event into one variable that is a good estimator for the true top quark mass. The kinematic fitter
uses knowledge of the lepton and jet four-vectors, b-tagging information and the measured missing ET . The invariant
masses of the lepton-neutrino pair and the dijet mass from the hadronic W decay are constrained to be near the well
known W mass, and the two top quark masses per event are constrained to be equal within the narrow top width.
The !2 (Eqn 2) is minimized for every jet-parton assignment consistent with b-tagging. The first sum constrains
the pT of the jets and lepton, within their uncertainties, to remain close to their measured values. The second term
constrains the unclustered energy in the event to remain near its measured value, providing a handle on the neutrino
4-vector. The W boson has a small width, and the two W mass terms provide the most powerful constraints in the
fit. The last two terms in the !2 constrain the three-body invariant masses of each top decay chain to remain close to
a single top quark mass, mreco

t . The single jet-parton assignment with the lowest !2 that is consistent with b-tagging
gives the value of mreco

t for the event. Events where the lowest !2 > 9.0 (3.0) are rejected for b-tagged events (0-tag
events).

!2 =
!

i=l,4jets

(pi,fitT ! pi,meas
T )2

"2
i

+
!

j=x,y

(pUE,fit
j ! pUE,meas

T )2

"2
j

+
(Ml! !MW )2

!2
W

+
(mjj !MW )2

!2
W

+
(Mbl! !mreco

t )2

!2
t

+
(Mbjj !mreco

t )2

!2
t

(2)

IV. DIJET MASS OF W BOSON

The value of mjj in each lepton+jets event can have an ambiguity due to not knowing which two jets came from
a hadronic W decay. In 2-tag events, the value is chosen as the invariant mass of the two non-tagged jets in the
leading 4 jets. In single-tag events, there are 3 dijet masses that can be formed from the 3 non-tagged jets among the
4 leading jets in the event. In the zero-tag events, there are 12 ijet masses. We choose the single dijet masses that is
closest to the well know W mass.

V. BACKGROUNDS

An a priori estimate for the Lepton+Jets background composition is used to derive background shapes for mreco
t

and mjj . ALPGEN combined with PYTHIA is used to model W+jets. Contributions include Wbb,Wcc, Wc and
W+light favor (LF) jets. Non-isolated leptons are used to model the QCD background. The relative fractions of
the di"erent W+jets samples are determined in MC, but the absolute normalization is derived from data. The MC
are combined using their relative cross sections and acceptances, and we remove events overlapping in phase space
and favor across di"erent samples. MC and theoretical cross-sections are used to model the single-top and diboson
backgrounds. The expected number of background from di"erent sources is shown in Table I. The backgrounds are
assumed to have no Mtop dependence, but all MC-based backgrounds are allowed to have #JES dependence.

VI. KERNEL DENSITY ESTIMATION

To get the probability density function (p.d.f.) for signals and backgrounds we use Kernel Density Estimation
(KDE) instead of simply fitting usual histograms. The (p.d.f.) in this analysis is a two-dimentional function of
reconstructed top mass mreco

t and dijet mass of W boson mjj :

P (mreco
t ,mjj |!top,#JES) (3)

For signal, there is one p.d.f. for each set of !top and #JES, while for background it only has one parameter #JES

since backgrounds do not depend on top quark mass. These p.d.f. will finally be needed for the maximum likelihood
fit for any PE or data fit.

Constrain pT of jets and leptons constrain un-clustered energy 

constrain with W mass 
(most powerful constraint in fit) 

two top quark masses constrained to be equal 
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I. INTRODUCTION

This note describes a measurement of top quark width using p̄p collisions at
!
s = 1.96 TeV with the CDF detector

at the Fermilab Tevatron. In Standard Model, a top quark decay is expected to be dominated by channel t " Wb
according to CKM Quark-Mixing Matrix. The theoretical top decay width at next-to-leading order is[1]:

!top =
GFm3

t

8!
!
2

!
1# M2

W

m2
t

"2 !
1 + 2

M2
W

m2
t

"#
1# 2"s

3!

!
2!2

3
# 5

2

"$
(1)

which gives a short life time of 5$ 10!25 s and makes top quark decay before top-flavored hadrons or tt̄-quarkonium-
bound states can form[2]. According to Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle # = !/!, the predicted top quark decay
width is 1.25 GeV, which is out of the reach of the sensitivity of current experiments, and [3] gives a upper limit of
top width !top < 7.6 GeV at 95% confidence level.

In this analysis, we use tt̄ lepton+Jets channel and use a template method. We generate Monte Carlo (MC) samples
using PYTHIA with d"erent input top widths ranging from 0.1 GeV to 30 GeV and all the samples have the same
input top quark mass Mtop = 172.5 GeV/c2. For each event in these samples an invariant top quark mass (mreco

t ) and
dijet mass of W boson (mjj) are reconstructed, which form a two-dimentional template for each sample. The shape
of mreco

t will change as the input top width changes, as shown in Figure 1. By comparing the shapes (or distributions)
of these two observables with that of the events drawn from samples (or data) with unknown top quark widths, we
can extract the top quark width using maximum likelihood fit. We then perform Pseudo-Experiments (PE) for each
MC sample, which enables us to apply Feldman-Cousins (FC) [4] construction to build confidence interval for the top
quark width. In the Feldman-Cousins construction, we calculate the likelihood ratio,

R(x) =
P (x|!0)

P (x|!max)

, from the Monte-Carlo (ME) experiments, and obtain the confidence band with an ordering of the likelihood ratio
for selecting the acceptance region. Where R(x) is a likelihood ratio at x for a given width, !0, and !max is the width
that yields the maximum likelihood among all the possible width. To incorporate systematic e"ects in to top quark
width limits, we first convolute then shift the maximum likelihood function with and by a Gaussian function, which
has a $ related to systematic e"ects. Thus a new maximum likelihood function with systematic e"ects considered is
defined, and the same procedure as without systematic e"ects will be conducted afterwards to get top width limit(s).
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FIG. 1: Reconstructed top quark mass distributions of samples with di!erent input top quark widths: 1.5 GeV, 5.0 GeV and
10.0 GeV.(0-btag events on left plot and tagged events on right plot)

II. DATA SAMPLE AND EVENT SELECTION

This analysis is based on an intergrated luminosity of 8.7 fb!1 collected by CDF II detector corresponding to the
full data set of CDF Run II.

Reconstructed mass templates without and with b-tags 
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TABLE I: Expected numbers of background and signal events and observed events after event selection, !2 and boundary cuts
for each category.

CDF II Preliminary 8.7 fb!1

0-tag 1-tagL 1-tagT 2-tagL 2-tagT
W+jets 703 ± 199 170 ± 60 102 ± 37 11.6 ± 4.9 8.4 ± 3.5
Z+jets 52.3 ± 4.4 8.9 ± 1.1 5.9 ± 0.7 0.8 ± 0.1 0.5 ± 0.1
Single top 4.8 ± 0.5 10.5 ± 0.9 6.8 ± 0.6 2.2 ± 0.3 1.7 ± 0.2
Diboson 60.3 ± 5.6 111 ± 1.4 8.5 ± 1.1 1.0 ± 0.2 0.8 ± 0.1
Multijets 143 ± 114 34.5 ± 12.6 20.7 ± 16.6 4.4 ± 2.5 2.5 ± 2.4
Background 963 ± 229 235 ± 61 144 ± 41 19.9 ± 5.5 13.8 ± 4.2
tt̄ signal 645 ± 86 695 ± 87 867 ± 108 192 ± 30 304 ± 47

Expected 1608 ± 245 930 ± 106 1011 ± 115 212 ± 30 318 ± 47
Observed 1627 882 997 208 275

While histograms are a useful but limited way to estimate p.d.f., KDE supplies a better approach to estimate the
underlying density of observed data. A KDE is in fact another histogram-like estimation. It associates to each
data point a function (called a kernel function). The kernel histogram (properly normalized) is the sum of all these
functions, which typically depend on a parameter called the bandwidth that significantly a!ects the roughness or
smoothness of the kernel histogram that is ultimately generated.

VII. LIKELIHOOD FIT

To extract the top quark width from the distribution of reconstructed top mass and dijet mass, we construct a
likelihood term:

Lshape =
(ns + nb)Ne!(ns+nb)

N !
! e

! (nb0!nb)
2

2!2
nb0

!
N!

i=1

nsPs(mreco
t ,mjj ;"top,#JES) + nbPb(mreco

t ,mjj ;#JES)

ns + nb
(4)

where ns and nb are expected number of signal and background events and N is the total number of events in the
sample; Ps and Pb are the probability density function s for signal and background respectively. The first term
is present in Equation 4 since this is an extended likelihood, meaning that the number of signal and background
events obey Poisson statistics. The second term constrains the number of background events to predicted number
nb0 within its uncertainty to improve sensitivity. Probability density functions Ps and Pb, which are obtained from
Kernel Density Estimation, are used to discern between signal and background event in order to extract top width,
based on a minimization of the negative log likelihood.

VIII. A FELDMAN-COUSINS CONSTRUCTION

The key feature in constructing confidence intervals using Feldman-Cousins scheme is to define the ordering prin-
ciple. In [4], an ordering principle is defined per Pesudo-Experiment as likelihood ratio,

R(x) =
P (x|"0)

P (x|"max)
(5)

, where R(x) is a likelihood ratio at x for a given width, "0, and "max is the width that yields the maximum
likelihood among all the possible width. For a MC sample we run thousands of Pseudo-Experiments. We then obtain
the likelihood ratio and order the PE results based on this values. Therefore we can obtain the confidence band
containing 95% or 68% events.
After we built the Feldman-Counsin band from MC samples, we test the coverage by running another set of PEs.

The results in Fig. 4 show very nice coverage as we expected in the solid line. Note that we have two parameters
when generating MC samples–"top and #JES, thus routinely a two-dimentional Feldman-Cousins construction should
be performed. In our analysis, however, we fixed #JES = 0 and only "top is used. We then check the coverage with
di!erent #JES in Fig. 5. It shows that we do not have significant di!erence from di!erence #JES values.
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1.11 < !top < 4.05 GeV at 68% confidence level. With the Feldman-Counsin band as well as the most probable value
in the solid line of the figure, we can obtain,

!top = 2.21+1.46
!0.92(stat)

+1.12
!0.62(syst)GeV = 2.21+1.84

!1.11GeV.

We can convert the top quark width to the top quark lifetime using the relation of !top ! !top = !. We can set the
95% CL low limit as !top > 1.03!10!25 s as well as two side bound with 68 % CL as 1.63!10!25 < !top < 5.98!10!25 s.
We also obtain,

!top = 2.98+3.00
!1.35 ! 10!25s

.

XI. CONCLUSIONS

We present a measurements of top quark width using the full data set of CDF Run II corresponding to an integrated
luminosity of 8.7 fb!1 pp̄ collisions at Tevatron. We measure a top quark width to be !top = 2.21+1.84

!1.11 GeV. We
also set the 95 % CL upper limit of 6.38 GeV. The !top result can be converted into the top quark life time of
!top = 2.98+3.00

!1.35 ! 10!25s.
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FIG. 8: One-dimensional 0-tag (up) and tagged (down) data templates with PDFs from !top = 1.5 GeV/c2 and full background
models overlaid. The extracted numbers of events are set to the value from data fit.
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TABLE I: Expected numbers of background and signal events and observed events after event selection, !2 and boundary cuts
for each category.

CDF II Preliminary 8.7 fb!1

0-tag 1-tagL 1-tagT 2-tagL 2-tagT
W+jets 703 ± 199 170 ± 60 102 ± 37 11.6 ± 4.9 8.4 ± 3.5
Z+jets 52.3 ± 4.4 8.9 ± 1.1 5.9 ± 0.7 0.8 ± 0.1 0.5 ± 0.1
Single top 4.8 ± 0.5 10.5 ± 0.9 6.8 ± 0.6 2.2 ± 0.3 1.7 ± 0.2
Diboson 60.3 ± 5.6 111 ± 1.4 8.5 ± 1.1 1.0 ± 0.2 0.8 ± 0.1
Multijets 143 ± 114 34.5 ± 12.6 20.7 ± 16.6 4.4 ± 2.5 2.5 ± 2.4
Background 963 ± 229 235 ± 61 144 ± 41 19.9 ± 5.5 13.8 ± 4.2
tt̄ signal 645 ± 86 695 ± 87 867 ± 108 192 ± 30 304 ± 47

Expected 1608 ± 245 930 ± 106 1011 ± 115 212 ± 30 318 ± 47
Observed 1627 882 997 208 275

While histograms are a useful but limited way to estimate p.d.f., KDE supplies a better approach to estimate the
underlying density of observed data. A KDE is in fact another histogram-like estimation. It associates to each
data point a function (called a kernel function). The kernel histogram (properly normalized) is the sum of all these
functions, which typically depend on a parameter called the bandwidth that significantly a!ects the roughness or
smoothness of the kernel histogram that is ultimately generated.

VII. LIKELIHOOD FIT

To extract the top quark width from the distribution of reconstructed top mass and dijet mass, we construct a
likelihood term:

Lshape =
(ns + nb)Ne!(ns+nb)

N !
! e

! (nb0!nb)
2

2!2
nb0

!
N!

i=1

nsPs(mreco
t ,mjj ;"top,#JES) + nbPb(mreco

t ,mjj ;#JES)

ns + nb
(4)

where ns and nb are expected number of signal and background events and N is the total number of events in the
sample; Ps and Pb are the probability density function s for signal and background respectively. The first term
is present in Equation 4 since this is an extended likelihood, meaning that the number of signal and background
events obey Poisson statistics. The second term constrains the number of background events to predicted number
nb0 within its uncertainty to improve sensitivity. Probability density functions Ps and Pb, which are obtained from
Kernel Density Estimation, are used to discern between signal and background event in order to extract top width,
based on a minimization of the negative log likelihood.

VIII. A FELDMAN-COUSINS CONSTRUCTION

The key feature in constructing confidence intervals using Feldman-Cousins scheme is to define the ordering prin-
ciple. In [4], an ordering principle is defined per Pesudo-Experiment as likelihood ratio,

R(x) =
P (x|"0)

P (x|"max)
(5)

, where R(x) is a likelihood ratio at x for a given width, "0, and "max is the width that yields the maximum
likelihood among all the possible width. For a MC sample we run thousands of Pseudo-Experiments. We then obtain
the likelihood ratio and order the PE results based on this values. Therefore we can obtain the confidence band
containing 95% or 68% events.
After we built the Feldman-Counsin band from MC samples, we test the coverage by running another set of PEs.

The results in Fig. 4 show very nice coverage as we expected in the solid line. Note that we have two parameters
when generating MC samples–"top and #JES, thus routinely a two-dimentional Feldman-Cousins construction should
be performed. In our analysis, however, we fixed #JES = 0 and only "top is used. We then check the coverage with
di!erent #JES in Fig. 5. It shows that we do not have significant di!erence from di!erence #JES values.

# of signal and background 
events must obey Poisson stats constrains # of background events 

to predicted value (nb0) 

4

A. Top Quark mass reconstruction

The reconstructed top quark mass (mreco
t ) in lepton+jets channel is determined by minimizing a !2 describing the

overconstrained kinematics of the tt̄ system. The reconstructed top mass is a number that distills all the kinematic
information in each event into one variable that is a good estimator for the true top quark mass. The kinematic fitter
uses knowledge of the lepton and jet four-vectors, b-tagging information and the measured missing ET . The invariant
masses of the lepton-neutrino pair and the dijet mass from the hadronic W decay are constrained to be near the well
known W mass, and the two top quark masses per event are constrained to be equal within the narrow top width.
The !2 (Eqn 2) is minimized for every jet-parton assignment consistent with b-tagging. The first sum constrains
the pT of the jets and lepton, within their uncertainties, to remain close to their measured values. The second term
constrains the unclustered energy in the event to remain near its measured value, providing a handle on the neutrino
4-vector. The W boson has a small width, and the two W mass terms provide the most powerful constraints in the
fit. The last two terms in the !2 constrain the three-body invariant masses of each top decay chain to remain close to
a single top quark mass, mreco

t . The single jet-parton assignment with the lowest !2 that is consistent with b-tagging
gives the value of mreco

t for the event. Events where the lowest !2 > 9.0 (3.0) are rejected for b-tagged events (0-tag
events).
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IV. DIJET MASS OF W BOSON

The value of mjj in each lepton+jets event can have an ambiguity due to not knowing which two jets came from
a hadronic W decay. In 2-tag events, the value is chosen as the invariant mass of the two non-tagged jets in the
leading 4 jets. In single-tag events, there are 3 dijet masses that can be formed from the 3 non-tagged jets among the
4 leading jets in the event. In the zero-tag events, there are 12 ijet masses. We choose the single dijet masses that is
closest to the well know W mass.

V. BACKGROUNDS

An a priori estimate for the Lepton+Jets background composition is used to derive background shapes for mreco
t

and mjj . ALPGEN combined with PYTHIA is used to model W+jets. Contributions include Wbb,Wcc, Wc and
W+light favor (LF) jets. Non-isolated leptons are used to model the QCD background. The relative fractions of
the di"erent W+jets samples are determined in MC, but the absolute normalization is derived from data. The MC
are combined using their relative cross sections and acceptances, and we remove events overlapping in phase space
and favor across di"erent samples. MC and theoretical cross-sections are used to model the single-top and diboson
backgrounds. The expected number of background from di"erent sources is shown in Table I. The backgrounds are
assumed to have no Mtop dependence, but all MC-based backgrounds are allowed to have #JES dependence.

VI. KERNEL DENSITY ESTIMATION

To get the probability density function (p.d.f.) for signals and backgrounds we use Kernel Density Estimation
(KDE) instead of simply fitting usual histograms. The (p.d.f.) in this analysis is a two-dimentional function of
reconstructed top mass mreco

t and dijet mass of W boson mjj :

P (mreco
t ,mjj |!top,#JES) (3)

For signal, there is one p.d.f. for each set of !top and #JES, while for background it only has one parameter #JES

since backgrounds do not depend on top quark mass. These p.d.f. will finally be needed for the maximum likelihood
fit for any PE or data fit.

Probability functions from Kernel Density Estimation 
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1.11 < !top < 4.05 GeV at 68% confidence level. With the Feldman-Counsin band as well as the most probable value
in the solid line of the figure, we can obtain,

!top = 2.21+1.46
!0.92(stat)

+1.12
!0.62(syst)GeV = 2.21+1.84

!1.11GeV.

We can convert the top quark width to the top quark lifetime using the relation of !top ! !top = !. We can set the
95% CL low limit as !top > 1.03!10!25 s as well as two side bound with 68 % CL as 1.63!10!25 < !top < 5.98!10!25 s.
We also obtain,

!top = 2.98+3.00
!1.35 ! 10!25s

.

XI. CONCLUSIONS

We present a measurements of top quark width using the full data set of CDF Run II corresponding to an integrated
luminosity of 8.7 fb!1 pp̄ collisions at Tevatron. We measure a top quark width to be !top = 2.21+1.84

!1.11 GeV. We
also set the 95 % CL upper limit of 6.38 GeV. The !top result can be converted into the top quark life time of
!top = 2.98+3.00

!1.35 ! 10!25s.
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1.11 < !top < 4.05 GeV at 68% confidence level. With the Feldman-Counsin band as well as the most probable value
in the solid line of the figure, we can obtain,

!top = 2.21+1.46
!0.92(stat)

+1.12
!0.62(syst)GeV = 2.21+1.84

!1.11GeV.

We can convert the top quark width to the top quark lifetime using the relation of !top ! !top = !. We can set the
95% CL low limit as !top > 1.03!10!25 s as well as two side bound with 68 % CL as 1.63!10!25 < !top < 5.98!10!25 s.
We also obtain,

!top = 2.98+3.00
!1.35 ! 10!25s

.

XI. CONCLUSIONS

We present a measurements of top quark width using the full data set of CDF Run II corresponding to an integrated
luminosity of 8.7 fb!1 pp̄ collisions at Tevatron. We measure a top quark width to be !top = 2.21+1.84

!1.11 GeV. We
also set the 95 % CL upper limit of 6.38 GeV. The !top result can be converted into the top quark life time of
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FIG. 8: One-dimensional 0-tag (up) and tagged (down) data templates with PDFs from !top = 1.5 GeV/c2 and full background
models overlaid. The extracted numbers of events are set to the value from data fit.
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where x represents data and ! is equal to the total top width shift(1.22 GeV) due to systematic e!ects.
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FIG. 6: 68% as well as 95% confidence level Feldman-Counsin band with stat+syst uncertainties

X. RESULTS

We use dataset collected at CDF until the shutdown, corresponding to a total integrated luminosity of 8.7fb!1.
We obtain the measured top quark width from data to be 1.63 GeV as shown in Fig. 7.
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FIG. 7: 2D Log-likelihood fit of data with one standard deviation contour and best fit point is shown.

Figure 8 shows the distributions of the reconstructed top mass and dijet mass for the dataset, overlaid with
probability density functions from input "top = 1.5 GeV and full lepton+jets backgrounds.
After performing the log-likelihood fit of data, the "top result of data (1.63 GeV) can be interpreted as "top using

already built Feldman-Counsin bands. Figure 9 show the Feldman-Counsin band with the best fit point as arrow. We
find an upper limit of the top quark width "top < 6.38 GeV at 95% confidence level. We also have two side limit of
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TOP MASS: TWELVE CHANNELS USED 

Table 2: The matrix of correlation coe�cients used to determine the Tevatron average top-quark
mass.

Run I published Run II published Run II preliminary

CDF DØ CDF DØ CDF

`+jets `` alljets `+jets `` `+jets `` alljets LXY `+jets `` MEt

CDF-I `+jets 1.00 0.29 0.32 0.26 0.11 0.49 0.54 0.25 0.07 0.21 0.12 0.27

CDF-I `` 0.29 1.00 0.19 0.15 0.08 0.29 0.32 0.15 0.04 0.13 0.08 0.17

CDF-I alljets 0.32 0.19 1.00 0.14 0.07 0.30 0.38 0.15 0.04 0.09 0.06 0.16

DØ-I `+jets 0.26 0.15 0.14 1.00 0.16 0.22 0.27 0.12 0.05 0.14 0.07 0.12

DØ-I `` 0.11 0.08 0.07 0.16 1.00 0.11 0.13 0.07 0.02 0.07 0.05 0.07

CDF-II `+jets 0.49 0.29 0.30 0.22 0.11 1.00 0.48 0.29 0.08 0.30 0.18 0.33

CDF-II `` 0.54 0.32 0.38 0.27 0.13 0.48 1.00 0.25 0.06 0.11 0.07 0.26

CDF-II alljets 0.25 0.15 0.15 0.12 0.07 0.29 0.25 1.00 0.04 0.16 0.10 0.17

CDF-II LXY 0.07 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.02 0.08 0.06 0.04 1.00 0.06 0.03 0.04

DØ-II `+jets 0.21 0.13 0.09 0.14 0.07 0.30 0.11 0.16 0.06 1.00 0.39 0.18

DØ-II `` 0.12 0.08 0.06 0.07 0.05 0.18 0.07 0.10 0.03 0.39 1.00 0.11

CDF-II MEt 0.27 0.17 0.16 0.12 0.07 0.33 0.26 0.17 0.04 0.18 0.11 1.00

• The uncertainties in the In situ light-jet calibration (iJES) category are taken to be
uncorrelated among the measurements except for D0’s `` and `+jets measurements, where
this uncertainty is taken to be 100% correlated since the `` measurement uses the JES
calibration determined in `+jets channel.

• The uncertainties in the Response to b/q/g jets (aJES), Light-jet response (2) (dJES),
Lepton modeling (LepPt), and Multiple interactions model (MHI) categories are taken
to be 100% correlated among all Run I and all Run II measurements within the same
experiment, but uncorrelated between Run I and Run II and uncorrelated between the
experiments.

• The uncertainties in the Light-jet response (1) (rJES), Jet modeling (DetMod), and O↵set
(UN/MI) categories are taken to be 100% correlated among all measurements within the
same experiment but uncorrelated between the experiments.

• The uncertainties in the Backgrounds estimated from theory (BGMC) category are taken
to be 100% correlated among all measurements in the same channel.

• The uncertainties in the Backgrounds estimated from data (BGData) category are taken
to be 100% correlated among all measurements in the same channel and same run period,
but uncorrelated between the experiments.

• The uncertainties in the Model for b jets (bJES), Out-of-cone correction (cJES), and Sig-
nal modeling (Signal) categories are taken to be 100% correlated among all measurements.

Using the inputs from Table 1 and the correlations specified here, the resulting matrix of total
correlation coe�cients is given in Table 2.

The measurements are combined using a program implementing two independent meth-
ods: a numerical �2 minimization and the analytic best linear unbiased estimator (BLUE)
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This table shows the twelve channels in the correlation matrix 
between channels, including both CDF and D0 
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MASS 

method [35, 36]. The two methods are mathematically equivalent. It has been checked that
they give identical results for the combination. The BLUE method yields the decomposition of
the uncertainty on the Tevatron Mt average in terms of the uncertainty categories specified for
the input measurements [36].

5 Results

The resultant combined value for the top-quark mass is

Mt = 173.20± 0.51 (stat)± 0.71 (syst) GeV/c2.

Adding the statistical and systematic uncertainties in quadrature yields a total uncertainty of
0.87 GeV/c2, corresponding to a relative precision of 0.50% on the top-quark mass. It has a
�2 of 8.5 for 11 degrees of freedom, corresponding to a probability of 67%, indicating good
agreement among all input measurements. The breakdown of the uncertainties is shown in
Table 3. The total statistical and systematic uncertainties are reduced relative to the Summer
2011 combination [23] and the published combination [1] due to the increase of the CDF data
samples in the `+jets and MEt analyses and better treatment of JES corrections in the `+jets
analysis.

The pull and weight for each of the inputs, as obtained from the combination with the
BLUE method, are listed in Table 4. The input measurements and the resulting Tevatron
average mass of the top quark are summarized in Fig. 1.

The weights of some of the measurements are negative, which occurs if the correlation
between two measurements is larger than the ratio of their total uncertainties. In these instances
the less precise measurement will acquire a negative weight. While a weight of zero means that
a particular input is e↵ectively ignored in the combination, channels with a negative weight
a↵ect the resulting Mt central value and help reduce the total uncertainty [35]. To visualize the
weight each measurement carries in the combination, Fig. 2 shows the absolute values of the
weight of each measurement divided by the sum of the absolute values of the weights of all input
measurements. Negative weights are represented by bins with a di↵erent (grey) color. We note,
that due to correlations between the uncertainties the relative weights of the di↵erent input
channels may be significantly di↵erent from what one could expect from the total accuracy of
each measurement as represented by error bars in Fig. 1.

No input has an anomalously large pull. It is, however, still interesting to determine the
top-quark mass separately in the alljets, `+jets, ``, and MEt channels (leaving out the LXY

measurement). We use the same methodology, inputs, uncertainty categories, and correlations

as described above, but fit the four physical observables, Malljets
t , M `+jets

t , M ``
t , and MMEt

t

separately. The results of these combinations are shown in Figure 3 and Table 5.
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Table 3: Summary of the Tevatron combined average Mt. The uncertainty categories are
described in the text. The total systematic uncertainty and the total uncertainty are obtained
by adding the relevant contributions in quadrature.

Tevatron combined values (GeV/c2)
Mt 173.20
In situ light-jet calibration (iJES) 0.36
Response to b/q/g jets (aJES) 0.09
Model for b jets (bJES) 0.11
Out-of-cone correction (cJES) 0.01
Light-jet response (2) (dJES) 0.15
Light-jet response (1) (rJES) 0.16
Lepton modeling (LepPt) 0.05
Signal modeling (Signal) 0.52
Jet modeling (DetMod) 0.08
O↵set (UN/MI) 0.00
Background from theory (BGMC) 0.06
Background based on data (BGData) 0.13
Calibration method (Method) 0.06
Multiple interactions model (MHI) 0.07
Systematic uncertainty (syst) 0.71
Statistical uncertainty (stat) 0.51
Total uncertainty 0.87

Table 4: The pull and weight for each of the inputs, as obtained from the combination with
the BLUE method to determine the average top quark mass.

Run I published Run II published Run II preliminary

CDF DØ CDF DØ CDF

`+jets `` alljets `+jets `` `+jets `` alljets Lxy `+jets `` MEt

Pull +0.40 �0.51 +1.11 +1.32 �0.38 �0.51 �0.82 �0.41 �0.67 1.42 +0.30 +0.45

Weight [%] �4.7 �1.1 �0.9 +0.4 �0.2 +62.0 �0.3 +10.5 +0.22 +20.6 +1.4 +11.9

Using the results of Table 5 we calculate the following chi-squared values including correla-
tions: �2(` + jets� ``) = 1.30/1, �2(` + jets� alljets) = 0.07/1, �2(` + jets�MEt) = 0.11/1,
�2(`` � alljets) = 0.42/1, �2(`` � MEt) = 1.22/1, and �2(alljets � MEt) = 0.19/1. These
correspond to chi-squared probabilities of 25%, 79%, 74%, 52%, 27%, and 66% respectively,
indicating that the top-quark mass determined in each decay channel is consistent in all cases.

To test the influence of the choices in modeling the correlations, we performed a cross-
check by changing all non-diagonal correlation coe�cients of the correlation matrix defined in
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TAU POLARIZATION 

relative cross-section 
of left- and right- 

handed taus  Process Pτ Prediction 

W± -> τν -1 

H± -> τν +1 

Z -> ττ ≈ -0.15 

H -> ττ 0 

Access to Pτ allows for 
 

§   tests of the SM 
§   searches for new physics 
§   discrimination between processes 
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TAU DECAYS 

tau decay channels and their branching ratios 

Unlike former experiments with electrons and positrons where the initial beam 
energy gave important constraints to the kinematics,  

at a hadron collider, we do not know the initial energy of the interaction. 
(not a one-to-one mapping of optimal observables!) 

 

The ability to access the final state particles from the ρ decays is a way 
to regain sensitivity at the LHC. 
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POLARIZATION OBSERVABLE 

€ 

Υ =
2(trackpT )
taupT

− 1Charged Asymmetry: 

When the energy is shared evenly between  
charged and neutral pions 

ϒ will peak at zero 
 
 
 

When the energy is shared unevenly between  
charged and neutral pions 

ϒ will have peaks at +1 and -1 

-1    0     1    

-1    0     1 

ϒ 

ϒ 

transversely polarized 
ρ favored by τL 

longitudinally polarized 
ρ favored by τR 
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SAMPLE COMPOSITION 

EW background from  
simulation, not 
dependent on  

tau Polarization 

Multijet background 
from data, corrected 

for signal contribution 
(and therefore dependent 

on tau Polarization) 

Signal to background ratio better than 5:1 
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Expected Distributions 
for right-handed taus 

Expected Distributions 
for left-handed taus 

The handedness, given its  
impact on momentum,  

affects both the acceptance 
and the shape of distributions 

Distributions 
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SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES 

Sources of Systematic Uncertainty 
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RESULTS 
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